ČAJKA 2

ENGINE  1ccm

TIMER

SHEETET 15 mm

SPRUCE 2.5  Balsa 3.5

Sheet 15 mm

Balsa 5.7  Balsa 2.8

Wing Section  Tail Section

WING SPANN  1300 mm
WEIGHT        400 g
WING AREA     19.15 sqdm
TAIL AREA     585 sqdm

THREE BEST FLIGHTS  1966: 840, 823
816 sec. (each 7 starts with MAX = 120 sec, 12 sec. POWER RUN)

BEST NATS C1 CLASS MODEL 1966

BY RICHARD METZ
MEG. KLASNO
CZECHOSLOVAKIA

(aG1 CLASS 400g/1ccm, 20g/sqdm)